Southern California Edison has designed, constructed, and operated extensive telecommunications systems to support critical electric utility operations and business systems supporting 14 million people in a 50,000+ square-mile area spanning Southern California. In addition to providing electric services to customers for over a century, SCE provides the customer the opportunities to leverage existing vertical infrastructure and property assets to reduce their wireless network deployment costs.

The following also applies to the SCE Network:

- 530,000 streetlights
- 14 thousand transmission towers and steel poles
- 1.5 million distribution poles
- 890 Substations
- 300 Other SCE owned properties
- 5,000+ route mile of fiber
- On-net presence at MSCs, Central Offices, and many major Data Centers

SCE has a unique ability to provide both the vertical infrastructure and backhaul using our 100% owned and operated fiber network in Southern California. We have an experienced construction team to coordinate all phases of development.
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